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Abstract 
Quick feedback in regards to build times is important in Continuous Integration. If builds become too 

long, it can hurt the rate of software development. There are multiple methods to reduce build times. 

One commonly suggested method is to parallelize builds. 

 

This thesis aims to investigate the effects of parallelizing builds in Continuous Integration software 

and provide support for whether parallelizing is a good way of reducing build times or not. 

 

We conducted an experiment consisting of running tests on different Continuous Integration software 

with different configurations. These configurations changed how many tests were executed and how 

many parallel build agents were used. The aspects that were observed and analyzed was how build 

time, average CPU usage and CPU time were affected. 

 

What we found was that parallelizing a Continuous Integration build drastically improves build time, 

while RAM usage and CPU time remains similar. This entails that there are no major consequences to 

parallelizing other than utilizing more threads and therefore using more of the available CPU 

resources. 
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1. Introduction 
Testing that your system works as intended is an important part of software development. Manually 

testing everything after the slightest change is a tedious and unmanageable process. Therefore, 

automated testing is a given. In order to continuously execute the automated tests. Continuous 

Integration (CI) is often utilized. The basis of CI is to regularly integrate work into the main 

repository. A CI build runs automated tests in order to verify each integration and detect errors as 

soon as possible. As a system grows, the length of the build tends to grow. In a best-case scenario, 

build times are no longer than a few minutes [1] [2]. 

 

Many professional software projects that are being developed today are using software to manage 

Continuous Integration [3]. CI has become a requirement for quality assurance and it makes sure that 

the development team gets held up to the same standard in regard to testing and quality of the 

delivered software [2]. Since the CI build task is recurring, the total time spent on waiting for it to 

complete can become a significant amount. Reducing the total build time will increase the potential 

productivity as more time is freed up [2]. One widely suggested approach to reduce build times is to 

run tests in parallel in the CI software. When dividing the work of a task into 2 parallel subtasks, the 

time it takes is in best case cut in half. The “best case” assumes that there is no overhead when 

dividing the work; which may not always be the case. 

 

We noticed that there was a lack of conducted experiments in this specific area. We thought that this 

was odd since CI software has been around for ages. Partly due to this lack of experiments, we chose 

to make our experiments run in a containerized environment to make it easy to reproduce and build 

upon.  

 

This thesis will look into the behavior of parallelization when it comes to CI software, specifically 

Jenkins, Concourse and Gitlab. The main purpose is to evaluate if parallelization is an effective way 

of decreasing CI build times. Other perspectives that will be evaluated is the effect of parallelization 

when it comes to CPU usage, RAM usage and CPU time. These perspectives will hopefully give an 

understanding of how parallelization affects the CI environment. 
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2. Research Questions 
RQ1. How is build time affected when running test suites in parallel? 
The objective of this question is to investigate if there is a difference in build time between running 

test suites in parallel and non-parallel. Test suites will be run with 1 non-parallel build agent as well as 

2 and 4 parallel build agents. This will give us a more in-depth view of the effect that parallelism has 

on build times. Analysing these results will provide a better understanding of whether or not 

parallelizing CI builds are worth it. 

 

RQ2. How is average CPU usage affected when running test suites in parallel?  
The objective of this question is to investigate the potential limitations of parallelizing the Continuous 

Integration software, based on the available resources in regards to CPU. Based on these 

measurements, decisions whether a setup can be parallelized with the current hardware can be made. 

If that’s not the case then decisions can also be made about what hardware is needed for a specific 

setup. 

 

RQ3. How is average RAM usage affected when running test suites in parallel?  
The objective of this question is to investigate the potential limitations of parallelizing the Continuous 

Integration software, based on the available resources in regards to RAM. Based on these 

measurements, decisions whether a setup can be parallelized with the current hardware can be made. 

If that’s not the case then decisions can also be made about what hardware is needed for a specific 

setup. 

 

RQ4. How is CPU time affected when running test suites in parallel? 
The objective of this question is to investigate how running test suites in parallel affects the CPU 

time, which is the amount of time a CPU was used for processing data [10]. CPU time is a 

measurement of how efficiently the CPU is used and is the product of multiplying average CPU usage 

and build time, explained in chapter 4.2.3. 
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3. Literature Review 

3.1 Literature Review Design 
The design of the literature review was created with the approach of reproducibility and thoroughness 

in mind. The literature review was carried out using the following academic search engines: 
• Google Scholar 

• ACM 

• IEEE Xplore 

• Summon@BTH 

 

To refine the literary results the following types of scientific publications were included as filters 

when searching the academic search engines: 
• Non-fiction books 

• Research articles 

• Review articles 

• Dissertations / Thesis 

• Conference Publications 

• Journals & Magazines 
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To further refine the literature results, definitive search strings were constructed based on keywords 

related to the scope of the report. Multiple versions of the same string were used to maximize the 

matches of relevant results. The following search strings were applied: 

 

1. ("continuous integration" OR "continuousintegration" OR "continuous delivery" OR 

"continuousdelivery") AND ("parallel" OR "parallelism" OR "parallelisation" OR 

"parallelization") 

 

2. ("continuous integration" OR "continuousintegration" OR "continuous delivery" OR 

"continuousdelivery") AND ("software" OR "application" OR "app") 

 

3. ("parallel" OR "parallelism" OR "parallelisation" OR "parallelization") AND ("computation" 

OR "computing" OR "execution" OR "software" OR "calculation") AND ("test" OR 

"testing") 

 

4. ("continuous integration" OR "continuousintegration" OR "continuous delivery" OR 

"continuousdelivery") AND ("platform") 

 

5. ("continuous integration" OR "continuousintegration" OR "continuous delivery" OR 

"continuousdelivery") AND ("jenkins" OR "concourse" OR "gocd" OR "gitlab") 

 

When performing the literature review, searches were filtered on “only metadata” where possible. 

Each search made on the search engines were limited to the 30 first results. 
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3.2 Literature Review Results 
Originally, CI was one of the practices of the development process Extreme Programming [11]. In an 

article, Fowler points out that a precondition for CI is a high degree of automated tests. He describes 

the essence of CI as integrating work into the main repository regularly, at least daily. For a team, this 

leads to several integrations every day. An automated build verifies each integration in order to detect 

errors as soon as possible. A task is only considered to be done when it has passed this verification 

step [1]. 

 

In the book Continuous Delivery: Reliable Software Releases through Build, Test, and Deployment 

Automation, Humble et al. points out that “With continuous integration, your software is proven to 

work (assuming a sufficiently comprehensive set of automated tests) with every new change—and 

you know the moment it breaks and can fix it immediately.” They also claim that teams who use CI 

effectively, unlike those who do not, can deliver more rapidly and have fewer bugs in their software. 

In turn, extensive cost and time savings can be made due to catching bugs earlier when it is cheaper to 

fix them. They state that CI is a fundamental practice for any professional team; comparing its 

importance to that of using version control [2]. 

 

In the paper Usage, costs, and benefits of continuous integration in open-source projects, the usage of 

CI was investigated. Out of their sample size of 34,544 open-source projects from GitHub, they found 

that 40% used CI. Their analysis also included 1,529,291 builds from the most commonly used CI 

systems. A conclusion made in the analysis was that the average build time is just below 500 seconds. 

They also concluded that failing and errored builds take longer to finish than successful ones by a 

significant amount [3].  

 

The book Continuous Integration: Improving Software Quality and Reducing Risk describes the 

interference in development activities caused by waiting for CI feedback as damaging to the rhythm 

of development for everyone involved in a project. They also point out that lengthy build times is 

negatively impacting the reputation of CI [4]. This is also supported by Fowler, which claims that the 

sole purpose of CI is to provide quick feedback, where a build time of ten minutes is reasonable. 

According to Fowler, it is worth to take actions to achieve this since every minute adds up to a large 

amount of time in the end [1]. Meyers article Continuous Integration and Its Tools also supports the 

notion that build times longer than ten minutes decreases efficiency in software development; making 

new features longer to introduce and bug fixes take longer to fix [5]. 
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According to Duvall et al., the execution of automated tests accounts for most of the build time even 

in a healthy CI setup. By evaluating the performance of the executed tests, drastic improvements in 

reduction of build times can be made. They continue with stating that the longest tests are the ones 

with external dependencies such as databases, file systems or web containers. Duvall et al. proposes 

grouping tests by type and creating a build process that instead of an enormous test task runs a set of 

categories, as unit tests require no setup and system tests requires the most. They suggest running unit 

tests on each commit and more long-running categories as a secondary build or periodically. Another 

suggestion is to use mocking or stubbing in a unit test instead of writing an integration test to decrease 

build times. Also mentioned is dividing larger integration tests into specialized test suites. Finally, 

they present the option of running tests in parallel [4]. 

 

Fowler has a similar point of view as Duvall et al. He describes external services such as databases as 

the usual bottleneck in testing large enterprise applications. He proposes a comparable solution of 

setting up a deployment pipeline that reduces the bottleneck by grouping the tests by type and 

execution time. This way the first build can be focused on delivering rapid feedback. This is achieved 

by compiling the application and then running unit and other localized tests; well within the proposed 

ten minutes guideline. The secondary build can then run a different set of tests that use the real 

external services that exceed the guideline previously mentioned. Fowler goes on to mention that this 

build can be executed in parallel and provides an example; “if you have two hours of secondary tests 

you can improve responsiveness by having two machines that run half the tests each” [1]. 

 

In the book Continuous Delivery: Reliable Software Releases through Build, Test, and Deployment 

Automation, Humble et al. advocates splitting the test into two stages, where the first is called the 

commit stage. Their conception of this commit stage includes compiling the application and running 

unit tests. The second stage includes running acceptance tests, integration tests, and performance tests. 

They also suggest that it is reasonable to split tests into suites that run in parallel when the commit 

stage gets over five minutes. They also point out that either several machines or one with a couple of 

CPUs and enough RAM are needed; as well as a CI software that supports parallel execution in that 

environment. According to them, a best case scenario is where build times are no longer than a few 

minutes. To quote Humble et al., they “[...] think that ten minutes is about the limit, five minutes is 

better, and about ninety seconds is ideal.”. They list a set of problems they think will occur when the 

unit test builds take too long. Firstly, they mention that people will stop verifying their changes before 

integrating into the main repository; leading to more failing builds. Secondly, if multiple builds are 

integrated into the main repository before a build can be run again, it would be hard to recognize 

which change broke the build. Lastly, integrations will become less frequent as people will be put off 

by the waiting time a long CI build implies [2]. 
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Similar to the previous authors, John F. Smart presents the idea of separating secondary tests into 

smaller chunks that can be run in multiple build jobs; because of the unlikeliness that they need to be 

executed back-to-back. Smart goes on to argue that in the presented context, parallel execution makes 

a great deal of sense. It is improbable that the CI process will use all of the available CPU resources 

on the build machine when running builds back-to-back. Executing parallel builds can be demanding, 

so ensuring that the build machine has sufficient resources in regards to CPU and RAM is essential. 

Smart defines a rule of thumb of one CPU per parallel build, but points out that the capitalization of 

I/O delays can make it more capable in terms of efficiency [6].  

 

Smart’s presented strategy of separating secondary tests into smaller chunks might require some 

refactoring as the build jobs need to be able to run in isolation as not to interfere with each other. He 

also mentions the possibility of situations where certain build jobs cannot be isolated and therefore not 

be run in parallel because of access to concurrent resources; such as a database or files on a hard 

drive. Even though he presents some issues with getting parallel execution to work properly, he states 

that it is one of the better ways to reach faster build times [6]. 

 

In the research paper CUT: Automatic Unit Testing in the Cloud the authors investigated execution 

time related to testing the core module of a large open source software. They used Docker containers 

on a single multi-core server as their simulated distributed environment. They compared execution 

time in regards to the number of containers that were available in the Docker host environment. What 

they saw were that when increasing the number of containers from 1 to 2 and 2 to 4 the execution 

time were roughly cut in half in both instances. When increasing the number of containers from 4 to 

8, they only saw a performance gain of 30%. They point out that a significant cut in execution time 

can be made to unit tests by parallelizing them over a distributed execution environment [7].  

 

In an article written by Esfahani et al., they describe Microsoft's build service infrastructure 

CloudBuild. This build service infrastructure takes care of the entirety of CI. The project was initiated 

in order to facilitate fast deliveries of Bing, as they found that the available build tools at the time 

were inadequate for cached and parallel execution. Presented in the article was results of introducing 

CloudBuild to four codebases. The results all indicated speedups ranging from 1.6 to 7.3 times faster 

in regards to build times compared to before using CloudBuild. Although, it is worth mentioning that 

the authors do not specify what CI solution the codebases used before introducing CloudBuild, 

making it hard to draw any conclusions surrounding the different factors and how they affected build 

times [8]. 
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A research paper by Al Mamun and Hansson presents parallel execution of loosely coupled segments 

as a method to reduce simulation testing time. Their example involves a self-driving vehicle and its 

parking functionality, in a simulation environment. The simulation was divided into multiple 

segments in order to run them in parallel. They found that by running the tests in parallel, execution 

time dropped by 27% from 55 to 40 seconds for a successful run. Whereas failing test run execution 

times would depend on what segment failed. The variation in failing test run execution times ranged 

from 6 to 40 seconds; resulting in identifying a failing test scenario faster [9]. 

  

To conclude the literature review, most sources allude to the notion that parallelizing builds in a CI 

process improves build times, and therefore provide more rapid feedback. This is best described by 

Duvall, who believes that an “[...] area for improvement in practicing CI is providing more rapid 

feedback by running faster builds”. In 2007, at the time of writing, he expected advancements in the 

field of parallelization to be a factor in achieving this [4]. 
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4. Method 
It should be possible to understand the setup of the experiment and gain the information necessary to 

replicate it. The entire implementation of the setup can be found in Appendix I.  It is important to 

note that the entire experiment can be replicated without the attachment, but it facilitates an easy way 

to do so. 

4.1 Experiment Design 

4.1.1 Environment Specifications 

Operating system Debian 9 

Processor Intel Core i7-3770 @ 3.40 GHz, 4 cores with simultaneous multithreading 

(8 threads) 

RAM 10 GB DDR3 @ 1600 MHz 

Software Docker 18.03.0-ce, build 0520e24 
Docker Compose 1.20.1, build 5d8c71b 
JUnit 4.12 
Java 8 
Git 2.7.4 

Figure 1. Docker host specifications 

 

The Docker host environment, see figure 1, consists of multiple components. It contains the CI 

software Docker containers, the git server Docker container and miscellaneous scripts. Docker has 

been used within the environment as it has many benefits. The main one being the separation of host 

and CI software. This made it possible to both version manage the setup of the CI software and also 

programmatically setup and tear down an entire CI software. Docker also provides an easy to use 

interface to collect statistics related to resource usage. 

 

In order to eliminate network latency, there was a need to self-host the version control system that is 

used by the CI software. This was achieved by creating a Docker container that runs a git server. The 

git server container hosts a Docker network called gitserver_network. This network is used by the CI 

software containers in order to access the git repository. The exception to this setup is Gitlab. Gitlab 

has built-in version control and does not need to connect to an external version control system. 
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Docker Container Setup 

Image:    The main image used by the Docker container. 
Runner Image: The image that is used to manage the agents. In the case of Jenkins, this is the same 

as the main image. 

Agent Image:   The image that is used to run CI build steps in. 
Database Image:  In the case of Concourse, it has an external database image for persistent storage. 

 

• Jenkins  

o Image: jenkinsci/blueocean:1.4.2 

▪ Agent image: openjdk:8-jre 

• Gitlab 

o Image: gitlab/gitlab-ce:10.5.3-ce.0 

o Runner Image: gitlab/gitlab-runner:ubuntu-v10.5.0 

▪ Agent image: openjdk:8-jre 

• Concourse 

o Image: concourse/concourse:3.9.2 

o Runner Image: concourse/concourse:3.9.2 

▪ Agent image: openjdk:8-jre 

o Database Image: postgres:9.6 

• Git server 

o Image: ubuntu:16.04 
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4.1.2 Continuous Integration Software 

The selection of CI software was made from a set of preconditions. To select the most relevant CI 

software, the following preconditions were used: 

 

• It must have some form of parallel task execution within one project. 

This was the most essential precondition since the entire thesis is based upon the effects of 

running test suites in parallel. 

 

• It must be self-hosted.  

Cloud-hosted software runs in environments where the available resources are part of a larger 

resource pool [12]. The experiment environment would have therefore been unknown to us. 

Due to this, accurately reproducing the experiment would not have been possible. Measuring 

resource usage would also not have been possible since it would have required access to the 

machine where the CI software is running. 

 

Keeping the CI software self-hosted removes network latency and ensures that external 

factors are eliminated. Thus, making the experiments repeatable and as accurate as possible. 

There is no assurance that the network traffic takes the same amount of time when repeating 

the experiments. There are numerous factors that affect the network latency, such as the 

geographical location of the client relative to the server [14]. 

 

• It must have a free version. 

Restricting the CI software to free versions ensures that everyone who reads and want to 

reproduce the empirical study can do so without obtaining a license. Paying for multiple 

licenses for CI software was not within our given budget. 

 

• It must be able to trigger jobs via an API or CLI.  

Due to the design of the empirical study, it is essential that jobs can be triggered 

programmatically via an API or CLI to enable the automation of measuring performance 

during a period of time. Triggering all jobs manually would have been extremely time 

consuming and not possible to manage during the time scope of this thesis. 
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• It should preferably have an official Docker container. 

Using official Docker containers makes it easier to set up environments that reflects how the 

software is intended to be set up. It removes possible factors that could have been introduced 

by making custom containers, such as introducing packages and dependencies that are not 

required by the container. By using these official containers we make sure that the setup used 

in the experiment reflects the most common container setup used by developers.  

 

Based on these preconditions, the following CI software were chosen. The versions chosen was the 

latest stable version at the time of the evaluation. 
• Jenkins 1.4.2 

• Concourse CI 3.9.2 

• Gitlab CI 10.5.3-ce.0 

 

CI Software Reason 

Appveyor Not self-hosted 

Bamboo Not free 

Bitbucket Pipelines Self-hosted version not free 

Buddy No parallel task execution 

Buildkite Not self-hosted 

CircleCI Not self-hosted 

TeamCity No parallel task execution 

Figure 2. Rejected CI software 
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4.1.3 Variables 

In order to get an extensive analysis, some variables were changed to get a diverse data set to 

compare. The following variables are used to construct the different experiment configurations (EC): 
• CI software 

• Number of tests 

• Number of parallel task executions 

 

Based on these variables, the following experiment configurations were constructed to gain an 

understanding of how they affect resource usage and build times: 

 

EC1. Run job in CI software in non-parallel with a total of 
a. 200 tests 

b. 400 tests 

c. 800 tests 

 

EC2. Run job in CI software with 2 parallel task executions with a total of 
a. 200 tests 

b. 400 tests 

c. 800 tests 

 

EC3. Run job in CI software with 4 parallel task executions with a total of 
a. 200 tests 

b. 400 tests 

c. 800 tests 
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4.1.4 Constants 

In this experiment, the size of a single test is something that will affect all other measurements and 

must be kept constant. The results would otherwise not be reproducible. For the entire experiment, 

there will be one base test case and this test case will be run a varied amount of times to simulate 

several different computational loads. The test itself is very CPU intensive. 

 

@Test 
public void testToRunMultipleTimes() { 
   double actual = 53493873783d; 
 
   int TEN_MILLION = 10000000; 
   for (int i = 0; i < TEN_MILLION; i++) { 
       actual = tan(atan(actual)); 
   } 
} 

Figure 3. The code of a single test 

4.1.5 Experiment Steps 

The experiment consists of the following steps for a specific CI software: 
1. Trigger a job programmatically from the host machine via the exposed CI software API. 

2. Start a timer and start collecting the measurement values from the CI software container. 

3. The CI software starts a job with one of the previously described environment configurations. 

4. The CI software announces to the host that its job is finished. 

5. The host stops the timer and measurement process. 

 

The steps above are repeated 25 times for every combination of CI software and experiment 

configuration. The process is repeated 25 times in order to ensure statistical correctness and level out 

possible data irregularities. 
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4.2 Data Collection 

4.2.1 Measurement Instrument 

The measurement instrument used in this experiment was a combination of Docker Stats and a script 

constructed by us [15]. The source code of the script can be found in Appendix I. Docker comes 

bundled with Docker Stats, which provides information about resource usage for the running 

containers with a resolution of half a second. To make it easier to process the collected data, each 

measurement will be associated with the specific combination of CI software and experiment 

configuration as well as the timestamp of when it was collected. 

4.2.2 Measured Values 

The following are the measured performance and time metrics that will be used to compare the 

different CI software:  
• Build time of a CI job (RQ1 and RQ4) 

• CPU usage (RQ2 and RQ4) 

• RAM usage (RQ3) 

4.2.3 Data Analysis 

After running the entire experiment, we had 25 files for each 27 of the CI software and experiment 

configuration combinations, with a total of 675 files. This meant that we had to write a script that 

processed those files. Doing so manually would be very time consuming and error-prone. This script 

extracts times from timestamps and associates every single row with a specific run of a CI software 

and experiment configuration combination. It then gathers the data in all files and outputs a single 

CSV file for the entire experiment for further processing in Microsoft Excel.  

 

The main reason behind the 25 runs for each of the 27 CI software and experiment configuration 

combinations is to ensure that the presented end result was as statistically correct as possible.  
In order to calculate average build time, all build times for a specific combination were averaged. To 

calculate average CPU and RAM usage, all measurements for a specific combination were averaged. 

CPU time was calculated from the average CPU usage and average build time. 

 

𝐶𝑃𝑈 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 =  
𝐶𝑃𝑈𝑎𝑣𝑔

100
× 𝑏𝑢𝑖𝑙𝑑 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑣𝑔 

Figure 4. CPU time equation 
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CPU time is a measurement of the time for which a CPU was used for processing instructions [10]. In 

the case of using 1 thread, CPU time will always be the same or less than the build time. When using 

more threads, the CPU time can exceed the build time by a factor of the number of threads. 8 threads 

with 100% CPU usage during 1 second results in 8 CPU time seconds. 

4.3 Limitations and Validity Threats 
In order to ensure that the end result is interpreted correctly, it is important to disclose the known 

limitations and validity threats. Presented below are the limitations and validity threats that were 

discovered throughout the design of the experiment. 

 

The chosen CI software utilizes caching in various degrees in order to speed up the build process. For 

example, all of the software caches the Docker agent image the first time that they run. All additional 

runs will not retrieve the images from an external source but instead use the locally available version. 

To decrease the possible effect of caching, two dry runs of the software and experiment configuration 

combination were performed before starting the measurement to ensure that the image was cached. 

All settings related to caching were left unchanged in order to reflect their default behavior. It is 

possible that performance gains would have been possible to make by changing caching settings in the 

software. 

 

The Git server is running for all CI software because of technical issues when starting and stopping 

the Git server. Concourse does not behave as expected and saves certain states for the runner image 

incorrectly, which results in Concourse not functioning at all. Always running the Git server does not 

affect the result of Gitlab in any significant way. This is due to the low CPU and RAM usage that the 

git-server had when being idle. When the Git server was idle, we observed 0% CPU usage and 0.03% 

RAM usage. 

 

Gitlab is more than just a CI software, it is a single application for the complete DevOps lifecycle 

[13]. This could have made an effect on the resource usage for Gitlab. The recommended setup is to 

run Gitlab and Gitlab Runner on separate machines. The experiment environment is therefore not 

representative of the recommended setup. 

 

A drawback in our measurement instrument is the time measurement accuracy of only half a second. 

This factor could have a small effect on the preciseness of the result and standard deviation. However, 

we do not think that this affects our analysis. 
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5. Results and Analysis 

5.1 RQ1. How is build time affected when running test suites in 

parallel? 

5.1.1 Results 

Presented in figures 5 - 7 are the results of the experiment where the different configurations are 

being compared. The x-axis shows the different experiment configurations grouped on the number of 

tests. EC1 has one non-parallel build agent, EC2 has 2 parallel build agents and EC3 has 4 parallel 

builds agents. The y-axis shows the average build time in seconds. All exact measurements are 

presented in Appendix A. 

 

 
Figure 5. Average build time for Jenkins (seconds) 
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Figure 6. Average build time for Gitlab (seconds) 

 

 
Figure 7. Average build time for Concourse (seconds) 
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EC Tests Build agents Jenkins Gitlab Concourse 

EC1a 200 tests 1 agent 1.23 s 1.92 s 1.40 s 

EC2a 200 tests 2 agents 2.51 s 2.59 s 1.56 s 

EC3a 200 tests 4 agents 2.92 s 2.62 s 3.08 s 

EC1b 400 tests 1 agent 1.09 s 2.35 s 0.51 s 

EC2b 400 tests 2 agents 1.17 s 1.70 s 0.98 s 

EC3b 400 tests 4 agents 1.55 s 1.97 s 1.95 s 

EC1c 800 tests 1 agent 1.14 s 2.10 s 0.79 s 

EC2c 800 tests 2 agents 1.57 s 2.77 s 1.18 s 

EC3c 800 tests 4 agents 1.58 s 2.06 s 1.02 s 

Figure 8. Standard deviation for build time (seconds) 

5.1.2 Analysis 

As presented in the literature review, the article CUT: Automatic Unit Testing in the Cloud found that 

when increasing the amount of Docker containers from 1 to 2 and 2 to 4, the execution time was 

roughly cut in half in both instances. The improvements in build times for our results can be found in 

Appendix B. Presented below is a summary of those results. 

 

For Jenkins, we saw a decrease in build times ranging between 49.0% to 49.6% when going from 1 

build agent to 2 parallel build agents. From 2 parallel build agents to 4 parallel build agents the 

improvement was ranging between 46.0% to 47.2%. 

 

For Gitlab, we saw a decrease in build times ranging between 43.4% to 48.1% when going from 1 

build agent to 2 parallel build agents. From 2 parallel build agents to 4 parallel build agents the 

improvement was ranging between 34.8% to 40.9%. 

 

For Concourse, we saw a decrease in build times ranging between 48.0% to 49.3% when going from 1 

build agent to 2 parallel build agents. From 2 parallel build agents to 4 parallel build agents the 

improvement was ranging between 44.1% to 46.9%. 
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The standard deviation for build time, seen in figure 8, was at most 3.08 seconds. We find this 

reasonable because we have reduced the number of external factors that can impact the result in any 

way. One factor that can affect the standard deviation is the time measurement accuracy of half a 

second. We do not believe that the deviations in our results affected our conclusions in the analysis in 

any significant way. 

 

Increasing the number of parallel build agents drastically improved build times, almost cutting them 

in half. The results for both Jenkins and Concourse are therefore in line with the findings in CUT: 

Automatic Unit Testing in the Cloud. Gitlab is the exception where we saw slightly less 

improvements. The improvements in all software were always better when going from one to two 

build agents compared to when going from two to four. Nevertheless, improvements when going to 4 

parallel build agents were still very good. This result also backs up the statements made in the 

literature that parallelizing test suites to improve build timed is a valid course of action. 
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5.2 RQ2. How is average CPU usage affected when running test 

suites in parallel?  

5.2.1 Results 

Presented in figures 9 - 11 are the results of the experiment where the different configurations are 

being compared. The x-axis shows the different experiment configurations grouped on the number of 

build agents. The y-axis shows the average CPU usage in percent. The y-axis can go over 100% since 

each 100% is representing full usage of a single thread. Because the Docker host has a CPU with 8 

threads, the y-axis can go up to 800%. All exact measurements are presented in Appendix B. 

 

Figures 12 - 14 shows average CPU usage over time where each data point is an average of all 

measurements made at that time. 

  

 
Figure 9. Average CPU usage for Jenkins (percent) 
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Figure 10. Average CPU usage for Gitlab (percent) 

 

 
Figure 11. Average CPU usage for Concourse (percent) 
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Figure 12. Average CPU usage over time for Concourse for 200 tests. Yellow is 1 build agent, orange 

is 2 build agents and purple is 4 build agents. 

 

Figure 13. Average CPU usage over time for Gitlab for 200 tests. Blue is 1 build agent, green is 2 

build agents and brown is 4 build agents. 
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Figure 14. Average CPU usage over time for Jenkins for 200 tests. Blue is 1 build agent, red is 2 

build agents and pink is 4 build agents. 

 

 

EC Tests Build agents Jenkins Gitlab Concourse 

EC1a 200 tests 1 agent 12.76 30.15 14.59 

EC2a 200 tests 2 agents 35.89 78.58 38.88 

EC3a 200 tests 4 agents 101.11 183.96 109.12 

EC1b 400 tests 1 agent 10.33 22.31 10.75 

EC2b 400 tests 2 agents 28.22 62.12 30.92 

EC3b 400 tests 4 agents 76.79 160.81 84.02 

EC1c 800 tests 1 agent 7.27 17.05 8.52 

EC2c 800 tests 2 agents 20.88 46.94 23.50 

EC3c 800 tests 4 agents 59.20 150.20 62.77 

Figure 15. Standard deviation for average CPU usage (percentage points) 
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5.2.2 Analysis 

The changes in average CPU usage for our results can be found in Appendix D. Presented below is a 

summary of those results. 

 

For Jenkins, we saw an increase in average CPU usage ranging between 94.8% to 99.0% when going 

from 1 build agent to 2 parallel build agents. From 2 parallel build agents to 4 parallel build agents we 

saw an increase ranging between 92.5% to 98.0%. 

 

For Gitlab, we saw an increase in average CPU usage ranging between 74.8% to 91.0% when going 

from 1 build agent to 2 parallel build agents. From 2 parallel build agents to 4 parallel build agents we 

saw an increase ranging between 57.4% to 74.2%. 

 

For Concourse, we saw an increase in average CPU usage ranging between 93.5% to 97.5% when 

going from 1 build agent to 2 parallel build agents. From 2 parallel build agents to 4 parallel build 

agents we saw an increase ranging between 88.8% to 96.9%. 

 

As seen in figures 9 - 11, the average CPU usage in relation to the number of agents declines as we 

add more build agents. For example, Jenkins has an average CPU usage of 99.40% in EC1a and 

372.88% in EC3a. If the relations between the number of agents and average CPU usage would have 

been linear, EC3a would have had four times the average CPU usage of 397.60% instead of the actual 

result of 372.88%. This trend can be explained by looking at figures 12 - 14 where we see that there 

is an overhead with lower CPU usage in the beginning and in some cases at the end of each build. The 

rest of the build time, each build agent maximizes the utilization of one thread. Both the CPU usage 

and duration of the overhead is similar regardless of how many parallel build agents there are. Since 

build times becomes shorter when adding build agents, the overhead becomes a larger part of the 

build time and therefore affecting the average CPU usage more. When adding more tests, build times 

gets longer, and the overhead instead becomes a smaller part of the build time and instead affects the 

average CPU usage less. From what we can tell, this overhead is the foremost reason that the CPU 

usage and build time is not changing linearly to the number of build agents. 

 

The lower average CPU usage in Gitlab compared to Jenkins and Concourse can be explained by the 

above-mentioned trend. As seen in figures 12 - 14 Gitlab has more overhead in the beginning and 

end, which leads to a larger effect on the average CPU usage. As we can see in figure 15, the standard 

deviation for average CPU usage is large. The reason for this can be explained by the overhead’s 

effect on average CPU usage. 
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As explained in the results, 100% CPU usage is equal to one thread being fully utilized. Based on this, 

the average CPU usage over time in figures 12 - 14 indicates that each agent uses 1 thread each. As 

presented in the literature review, Smart claims that it is improbable that the CI process will use all of 

the available CPU resources when running tests non-parallel [6]. This was confirmed when we ran our 

non-parallel test suites, as seen in figures 9 - 11. He also mentions that executing parallel builds can 

be demanding and defines a rule of thumb of one CPU per parallel build. In our case, we interpret this 

as having one thread per parallel build agent which is also what our result points to. As long as there 

are unutilized threads, there is a strong case to parallelize more in order to utilize more of the 

available CPU resources.  
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5.3 RQ3. How is average RAM usage affected when running test 

suites in parallel?  

5.3.1 Results 

Presented in figures 16 - 18 are the results of the experiment where the different configurations are 

being compared. The x-axis shows the different experiment configurations grouped on the number of 

build agents. The y-axis shows the average RAM usage in percent. All exact measurements are 

presented in Appendix C. 

 

 
Figure 16. Average RAM usage for Jenkins (percent) 
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Figure 17. Average RAM usage for Gitlab (percent) 

 

 
Figure 18. Average RAM usage for Concourse (percent) 
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EC Tests Build agents Jenkins Gitlab Concourse 

EC1a 200 tests 1 agent 0.16 4.18 0.19 

EC2a 200 tests 2 agents 0.33 0.90 0.24 

EC3a 200 tests 4 agents 0.35 2.33 0.53 

EC1b 400 tests 1 agent 0.37 0.51 0.10 

EC2b 400 tests 2 agents 0.20 0.35 0.24 

EC3b 400 tests 4 agents 0.26 0.93 0.42 

EC1c 800 tests 1 agent 1.13 0.74 0.11 

EC2c 800 tests 2 agents 0.19 0.49 0.19 

EC3c 800 tests 4 agents 0.33 0.99 0.43 

Figure 19. Standard deviation for average RAM usage (percentage points) 

 

5.3.2 Analysis 

The changes in average RAM usage for our results can be found in Appendix F. Presented below is a 

summary of those results. 

 

For Jenkins, we saw a decrease in average RAM usage ranging between 17.9% to 44.2% when going 

from 1 build agent to 2 parallel build agents. From 2 parallel build agents to 4 parallel build agents we 

saw the opposite and it was an increase in RAM usage ranging between 20.8% to 32.3%. Jenkins had 

an overall average RAM usage between 0.73 and 1,31 GB. 

 

For Gitlab, we saw an increase in average RAM usage ranging between 8.6% to 28.6% when going 

from 1 build agent to 2 parallel build agents. From 2 parallel build agents to 4 parallel build agents we 

saw an increase ranging between 5.0% to 6.6%. Gitlab had an overall average RAM usage between 

3.75 and 5,29 GB. 

 

For Concourse, we saw an increase in average RAM usage ranging between 6.1% to 8.6% when 

going from 1 build agent to 2 parallel build agents. From 2 parallel build agents to 4 parallel build 
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agents we saw an increase ranging between 6.3% to 10.1%. Concourse  

had an overall average RAM usage between 1.13 and 1.39 GB. 

 

The average RAM usage was quite logical for both Gitlab and Concourse where we saw an increase 

in usage when adding parallel build agents. Since doing more simultaneous work requires more 

memory. The overall changes in RAM usage across all software were quite small when it comes to 

actual change. Therefore, RAM usage was not affected in any noticeable way when parallelizing our 

CI builds. 

 

Jenkins had an odd trend where the non-parallel EC’s measured a higher average RAM usage than the 

other parallel EC’s. The average CPU and RAM are calculated from the same underlying data so an 

error in the data would present itself in both calculated results and not just for RAM. Comparing 

Jenkins average CPU usage with Gitlab and Concourse reveals no large deviations that would indicate 

any errors. It is worth noting that the standard deviation for Jenkins, as seen in figure 19, is between 

0.16 and 0.37 percentage points except for EC1c where it was a lot higher at 1.13 percentage points. 

We therefore consider the results in Jenkins to be consistent throughout our experiments. We cannot 

provide a conclusive answer as to why Jenkins average RAM usage has this odd trend.  
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5.4 RQ4. How is CPU time affected when running test suites in 

parallel? 

5.4.1 Results 

Presented in figures 20 - 22 are the results of the experiment where the different configurations are 

being compared. The x-axis shows the experiment configurations grouped on the CI software. EC1 is 

non-parallel build agent, EC2 is 2 parallel build agents and EC3 is 4 parallel builds agents. The y-axis 

shows the CPU time in seconds. All calculated results are presented in Appendix G. 

 

 
Figure 20. CPU time for 200 tests (seconds) 
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Figure 21. CPU time for 400 tests (seconds) 

 

 
Figure 22. CPU time for 800 test (seconds) 
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5.4.2 Analysis 

CPU time is a measurement of the total time spent doing work by the CPU. Lower CPU time for the 

same work theoretically makes it possible to get more work done during the same period. For 

example, a processor that has 100% CPU usage and takes 10 seconds to execute 100 tests has a lower 

CPU time than another that also has 100% CPU usage and instead takes 20 seconds to execute 100 

tests. Assuming that all tests are equal, the first processor has a lower CPU time and could execute 

200 tests during the same period that the other processor executes 100 tests. Lower CPU time is 

therefore better. 

 

For Jenkins, we saw an increase in CPU time ranging between 3.4% and 3.5% when going from 1 

build agent to 2 parallel build agents. From 2 parallel build agents to 4 parallel build agents we saw 

the opposite and it was a decrease ranging between 1.2% to 1.9%. 

 

For Gitlab, we saw an increase in CPU time ranging between 2.2% and 3.0% when going from 1 build 

agent to 2 parallel build agents. From 2 parallel build agents to 4 parallel build agents we saw a 

change ranging from a decrease of 0.8% to an increase of 0.5%. 

 

For Concourse, we saw an increase in CPU time ranging between 1.4% and 1.6% when going from 1 

build agent to 2 parallel build agents. From 2 parallel build agents to 4 parallel build agents we saw an 

increase ranging between 0.0% to 3.3%. 

 

Each increase in parallel build agents resulted in 3.5% or less in increased CPU time, which is very 

small in comparison to the benefits in decreased build times. As seen in RQ1, the build times are 

approximately cut in half, while the CPU time remains essentially the same. Our results therefore 

indicate that increasing the number of parallel build agents does not significantly reduce the work that 

theoretically can be done. 
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6. Conclusion 
The literature agrees on the importance of short build times in Continuous Integration. One broadly 

suggested approach to shorten build times is to parallelize builds. We set out to test this suggestion 

with a test suite that was composed of computationally intensive tasks, which will put a heavy load on 

the CPU. The findings were that parallelizing is a good way to shorten build times with few negative 

effects on the Continuous Integration environment. 

 

When parallelizing Continuous Integration builds, the build times were drastically improved, almost 

cut in half. The more build agents that were used, the lower the build times were. The improvements 

were better when going from one to two build agents compared to when going from two to four. 

However, the difference between the two cases was so small, that the improvements were still very 

good. 

 

The Continuous Integration builds has roughly twice the average CPU usage when doubling the 

number of agents. It was lower when going from two to four than when going from one to two. The 

reason for this is that there is an overhead when starting and stopping a build that cannot be 

parallelized. The average RAM usage for Gitlab and Concourse increased when adding more build 

agents.  The average RAM usage in Jenkins was on the other hand unpredictable, as we saw both 

increases and decreases.  Although, the overall changes for all software in RAM usage was quite 

small when it comes to actual change. Therefore, RAM usage was not affected in any noticeable way 

when parallelizing our builds. The results might have been different if we had more I/O intensive tests 

instead of computationally intensive tests. 

 

What we clearly saw in our results was that the hardware used in regards to CPU played a big role in 

how the Continuous Integration software performed. In the majority of the time, each agent used by 

the software maxed out a single thread. Because of this, if each thread had had a higher computational 

power we would have seen better results in terms of build time and CPU time.  

 

When parallelizing builds, the build time decreases while the CPU time remains similar. This 

indicates that increasing the number of parallel build agents does not significantly reduce the work 

that theoretically can be done. There are no major consequences to parallelizing other than utilizing 

more threads and therefore using more of the available CPU resources. Our data indicate that you 

should parallelize to the extent that your available resources in the form of CPU threads allow. In 

cases where all threads are not constantly used, you should investigate if your environment allows for 

parallelizing as the benefits outweigh the drawbacks. 
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7. Future Work 
It would be interesting to take the concept of parallelization in CI further. This could be done by using 

our questions as a template and increasing the number of parallel build agents in order to investigate 

the effects. Our study increased the number of build agents exponentially. Continuing on this path by 

using 8, 16 and 32 parallel build agents would yield results comparable to this study and expand upon 

our findings. This follow-up study could also be complemented with the concept of distributed CI 

environments where multiple host machines would share the computational load for each build. 

 

The set of preconditions used when selecting the CI software could also be altered to include non-free 

software, thereby making the selection more representative of a larger number of CI setups. This 

follow-up study could also be based on our existing questions. 

 

Parallelizing an existing non-parallel CI configuration for a large open source software would be 

interesting. It could prove whether or not the results of our study are reproducible in a real-world 

scenario. There would also be some interesting problems to solve in regards to complex tests and 

environments. 

 

Restricting the number of CPU threads available to the software and investigating the effects would 

complement our study. For example, answering the question of what the effects are when 4 parallel 

build agents only have 2 CPU threads would reveal whether or not it is possible to parallelize too 

much. 

 

It would be interesting to investigate the behavior of CPU and RAM usage in the case where CI builds 

are more I/O intensive rather than CPU intensive. This would give an indication as to how 

parallelization behaves in those scenarios and would complement this thesis very well. 
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Appendix 

Appendix A - Average build time measurements 

EC Tests Build agents Jenkins Gitlab Concourse 

EC1a 200 tests 1 agent 190 s 210 s 195 s 

EC2a 200 tests 2 agents 96 s 119 s 101 s 

EC3a 200 tests 4 agents 52 s 77 s 56 s 

EC1b 400 tests 1 agent 378 s 398 s 383 s 

EC2b 400 tests 2 agents 191 s  213 s 196 s 

EC3b 400 tests 4 agents 101 s 126 s 106 s 

EC1c 800 tests 1 agent 752 s 776 s 760 s 

EC2c 800 tests 2 agents 379 s 402 s 385 s 

EC3c 800 tests 4 agents 200 s 240 s 204 s 
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Appendix B - Build time changes 

Software Tests 1 → 2 build agents 2 → 4 build agents 

Jenkins 200 tests 49.0 % 46.0 % 

Jenkins 400 tests 49.5 % 46.9 % 

Jenkins 800 tests 49.6 % 47.2 % 

Gitlab 200 tests 43.4 % 34.8 % 

Gitlab 400 tests 46.4 % 40.9 % 

Gitlab 800 tests 48.1 % 40.2 % 

Concourse 200 tests 48.0 % 44.1 % 

Concourse 400 tests 48.8 % 45.9 % 

Concourse 800 tests 49.3 % 46.9 % 
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Appendix C - Average CPU usage measurements 

EC Tests Build agents Jenkins Gitlab Concourse 

EC1a 200 tests 1 agent 99.40 % 92.90 % 98.97 % 

EC2a 200 tests 2 agents 193.66 % 162.40 % 191.47 % 

EC3a 200 tests 4 agents 372.88 % 255.59 % 361.39 % 

EC1b 400 tests 1 agent 99.58 % 97.99 % 100.12 % 

EC2b 400 tests 2 agents 197.48 % 181.10 % 196.45 % 

EC3b 400 tests 4 agents 386.51 % 315.55 % 379.44 % 

EC1c 800 tests 1 agent 100.11 % 100.47 % 100.71 % 

EC2c 800 tests 2 agents 199.26 % 191.88 % 198.85 % 

EC3c 800 tests 4 agents 394.51 % 332.99 % 391.57 % 
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Appendix D - CPU usage changes 

Software Tests 1 → 2 build agents 2 → 4 build agents 

Jenkins 200 tests 94.8 % 92.5 % 

Jenkins 400 tests 98.3 % 95.7 % 

Jenkins 800 tests 99.0 % 98.0 % 

Gitlab 200 tests 74.8 % 57.4 % 

Gitlab 400 tests 84.8 % 74.2 % 

Gitlab 800 tests 91.0 % 73.5 % 

Concourse 200 tests 93.5 % 88.8 % 

Concourse 400 tests 96.2 % 93.2 % 

Concourse 800 tests 97.5 % 96.9 % 
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Appendix E - Average RAM usage measurements 

EC Tests Build agents Jenkins Gitlab Concourse 

EC1a 200 tests 1 agent 12.17 % 34.92 % 10.50 % 

EC2a 200 tests 2 agents 6.79 % 44.91 % 11.15 % 

EC3a 200 tests 4 agents 8.20 % 47.89 % 12.28 % 

EC1b 400 tests 1 agent 11.99 % 41.86 % 10.61 % 

EC2b 400 tests 2 agents 6.91 % 45.65 % 11.52 % 

EC3b 400 tests 4 agents 8.85 % 48.45 % 12.25 % 

EC1c 800 tests 1 agent 9.20 % 43.19 % 10.91 % 

EC2c 800 tests 2 agents 7.55 % 46.89 % 11.75 % 

EC3c 800 tests 4 agents 9.99 % 49.24 % 12.93 % 
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Appendix F - RAM usage changes 

Software Tests 1 → 2 build agents 2 → 4 build agents 

Jenkins 200 tests -44.2 % 20.8 % 

Jenkins 400 tests -42.3 % 28.1 % 

Jenkins 800 tests -17.9 % 32.3 % 

Gitlab 200 tests 28.6 % 6.6 % 

Gitlab 400 tests 9.0 % 6.1 % 

Gitlab 800 tests 8.6 % 5.0 % 

Concourse 200 tests 6.1 % 10.1 % 

Concourse 400 tests 8.6 % 6.3 % 

Concourse 800 tests 7.7 % 10.1 % 
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Appendix G - CPU time measurements 

EC Tests Build agents Jenkins Gitlab Concourse 

EC1a 200 tests 1 agent 189 s 196 s 193 s 

EC2a 200 tests 2 agents 188 s 193 s 194 s 

EC3a 200 tests 4 agents 195 s 198 s 205 s 

EC1b 400 tests 1 agent 377 s 390 s 384 s 

EC2b 400 tests 2 agents 377 s 387 s 386 s 

EC3b 400 tests 4 agents 392 s 398 s 403 s 

EC1c 800 tests 1 agent 753 s 780 s 766 s 

EC2c 800 tests 2 agents 756 s 773 s 767 s 

EC3c 800 tests 4 agents 791 s 802 s 802 s 
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Appendix H - CPU time changes 

Software Tests 1 → 2 build agents 2 → 4 build agents 

Jenkins 200 tests 3.4 % -1.2 % 

Jenkins 400 tests 3.5 % -1.7 % 

Jenkins 800 tests 3.5 % -1.9 % 

Gitlab 200 tests 3.0 % 0.5 % 

Gitlab 400 tests 2.4 % -0.2 % 

Gitlab 800 tests 2.2 % -0.8 % 

Concourse 200 tests 1.6 % 3.3 % 

Concourse 400 tests 1.5 % 1.2 % 

Concourse 800 tests 1.4 % 0.0 % 
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Appendix I – Source code of implementation 

https://bitbucket.org/jejd14/kandidat 

https://bitbucket.org/jejd14/kandidat

